GLASS SAVER

Introducing Hemsley Glass Saver US Patented Nanotechnology Surface
Treatment that restore, enhance and
prevents staining, corrosion,
metal oxide streaking while
drastically reducing cleaning
and maintenance cost.

GLASS SAVER

find us on social

hemsleybathroom
39a Jalan Pemimpin #07-01 Halcyon Building
Singapore 577183
T: +65 6337 3136 F: +65 62536803 E: online@hemsley.com.sg
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FUSS-FREE
MAINTENANCE
FOR YOUR
BATHROOM
Less time spent on cleaning and
more time on the things that matter
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ENHANCE

WITH GLASS &
MIRROR PROBLEMS?

Restore, enhance, protect mirrors and glass with
Hemsley Glass Saver - a unique patented
nanotechnology from the USA.

“I need to minimize the watermarks
that stain my glass & mirrors.”

It’s properties allows water and oil to repell on surfaces
resulting to numerous benefits.

“Help!!! I want to
protect my mirror &
glass from scratches.”

· Hydrophobic (Water & Oil Resistant)
· Faster and minimal cleanings
· Reduction in maintenance costs
· Enhance gloss and brilliance
· Stain and grafﬁti resistance
· Impact resistance
· Scratch resistance
· No more harsh chemical cleaners ever
(Environment friendly)
· Resistance to leaching of
calcium and sodium
· Reduction in mold and bacteria

“Is there a way to bring back the
gloss and brillance to dull mirrors?”

“How can I make my mirror
scratch and water resistant?”
“I’m sick of cleaning my shower screen
with toxic and harsh cleaning chemicals.”

TREATED SECTION

RESTORED (UNTREATED)

Hemsley Glass Saver - the glass and
mirror solution your bathroom needs.

GLASS STAGE 1 CORROSION

Alkali Build-up
Water Spots
Haze
Rainbow Images

With daily use, glass and mirrors are prone to
corrosion and clined to accumulate sediments. These
make glass and mirror dull, leaving it with unsighty
water stains, dirts and molds.
Cleaning and removing these sediments can be
physically demanding and time consuming, let alone
the use of harsh and strong chemicals are not
health and environment friendly.
Introducing Hemsley Glass Saver, enhance and
protect your glass. Less time spent on cleaning and
more time on the things that matter.

YOUR GLASS
AND MIRRORS

Visually Clear
Hydrophilic (Water Attracting)
Corrosion will return
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2ND STAGE CAP
TREATED

1ST STAGE “FILL IN”

Hydrophobic (Water Resistant)
Resist Corrosion
Easy to Clean
Lasts for Years
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Illustration of untreated and treated glass section
using Hemsley Glass Saver & Glass Saver Shield.

*For optimum results, apply onto glass below 5 years of age.
**Results may vary depending on current surface condition.
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